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Confederation of African Football (CAF) signs partnership agreement with 
International Centre for Sport Security (ICSS) 
 

A partnership agreement has been signed on 24 October 2020 between the Confederation of 
African Football (CAF) and the International Center for Sport Security (ICSS), aimed at 
enhancing safety, security, integrity, and youth empowerment programs within African 
football. 

The agreement signed in Morocco, will see the two organizations work together to develop 
training programs and to ensure the highest level of safety and security within the CAF Member 
Associations. 

Both CAF and ICSS will collaborate on several different projects. Among the projects set to be 
undertaken by the two organizations are training programmes aimed at educating security 
officers, supporting the growth of a professional network of security personnel in Africa and 
continuing to develop the security operations through joint programmes within Football 
Federations, Leagues, Clubs, Academies and other stakeholders including those operating at the 
grass-roots levels. 

“CAF is a values-driven organization connecting players and communities across Africa. Good 
governance and safety are key pillars of CAF Transformation plan. Security and integrity are top 
priorities for us, and a basic requirement for any football match to take place. I particularly take 
to heart the issue of young players. Young athletes are not commodities. They are human beings 
and must be treated as such. We are proud to be a leading voice in the drive to protect, promote 
and safeguard football and its fans. We look forward to a fruitful collaboration with ICSS,” said 
Ahmad Ahmad, CAF President. 

For CAF, football has the unique ability to inspire young and old alike. The organization wishes to 
make it a powerful educational tool for our youth, openness to others and their differences as 
well as a powerful platform for building safe relationships between individuals and communities 
in order to promote peace, good values and health, especially among young people who are most 
at risk. 

ICSS Chairman Mr. Mohammed HANZAB said: “On behalf of the ICSS, I would like to thank 
President Ahmad and CAF for its commitment to safeguarding football in Africa (the fastest 
growing and most diverse football regions in the world) and can’t wait to advancing efforts with 
them to address the very real challenges football now faces to its security and credibility. For 
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instance, not enough being done to stop trafficking of young African players. As an international 
organization working to protect sport, ICSS is committed to protecting young players and raising 
awareness about the growing issue of child trafficking in football. With CAF, we believe that 
members and Governments could be doing more to protect potential stars of the future.” 

ICSS CEO Mr. Massimiliano Montanari concluded: “We are keen to initiate this cooperation with 
CAF and work together to protect the African football and its capacity to promote economic 
growth and shared values.” 

 

Rabat, Morocco, 24 October 2020 

 

For more information : 

Dr Christian Emeruwa,  

CAF Head | Safety and Security Department  

christian.emeruwa@cafonline.com 

 

Mohamed Thabet 

CAF Head | Media Operations & Relations 

mohamed.thabet@cafonline.com 

 

Nadeesha Rathnayake  

nadeesha.rathnayake@theicss.org 

ICSS Head | Manager, Media and Communications 
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ABOUT CAF: 
Founded in 1957, the Confederation of African Football (CAF) is the governing body of African 

football. Its founding members are Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia and South Africa. CAF brings together 

54 Member Associations and its head office is based in Cairo, Egypt. Elected in 2017 for a 4-year 

term, the current President, Mr. Ahmad Ahmad has launched a restructuring program whose 

main objective is to make football a powerful tool of education, tolerance and openness for 

African youth. 

To achieve this vision, CAF has undertaken to reform the institution, both in its organization and 

in its functioning, and to establish a new method of governance in which its Executive 

Committee has real decision-making power. A Compliance Department has been created. This 

ambition, driven by talented women and men who support the Chairman in this transformation 

project. By the end of 2020, CAF intends to double its workforce compared to 2017, with a large 

emphasis on diversity (40% of expatriate employees). Despite an unprecedented health crisis, 

CAF was able to provide additional financial assistance of $16.2 million to member associations 

and proceed with the creation of the Women's Champions League. 

 

ABOUT ICSS: 

The ICSS is an international non-profit institution that aims to help event organizers to set up 

large-scale sporting events in a safe manner. The mission of the ICSS is to improve the safety, 

security and integrity of sport, by addressing real issues and providing world-class services, skills, 

networks and knowledge across global. 

The ICSS team brings together some of the world's foremost experts in sports safety and integrity. 

She also has access to a global network of specialist practitioners providing expertise in all aspects 

of the safety and integrity of sport. 


